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LIQUI MOLY Motorcycle Grand Prix of Germany to thrill fans with a 
huge support programme in 2023 
 

• New Dekra Big Wheel next to the Kart Hall party hotspot 
• Red Bull racing circus with spectacular programme 
• MotoGP rider parade on Sunday  

 
Munich. The LIQUI MOLY Motorcycle Grand Prix of Germany at the Sachsenring promises five days of 
pure action as it celebrates its 25th anniversary in 2023. From Wednesday afternoon to Sunday 
evening, the passionate MotoGP fans will be royally entertained both on and off the racetrack. The 
Charity Run at 19:00 on the Wednesday traditionally opens the MotoGP race weekend at the circuit in 
Hohenstein-Ernstthal. The strictly limited tickets for the popular opening event are available for 25 
euros from the online shop at adac.de/motogp. Attractive prizes are up for grabs, including the latest 
Tissot MotoGP Edition 2023. All proceeds go to the charity Kinderarche Sachsen. 
 
On Thursday afternoon, the pit lane opens its gates for the popular pit walk. For 20 euros, MotoGP 
fans have two hours to savour getting close to their heroes and watching the teams at work. From 
Thursday, the Kart Hall will be transformed into the party hotspot for the weekend. The party gets 
started with DJ Engel B at 19:00. The new Dekra Big Wheel, which is located right next to the 
Sachsenring and runs into the night on all days of the event, provides a spectacular view. 
 
From 19:00 on the Friday evening, ABBA and Bee Gees tribute bands will warm up MotoGP fans, while 
a Tina Turner tribute show will provide the entertainment on the Saturday evening. And it wouldn’t be 
the same without the big highlight of the fringe programme: the traditional rider presentation in the 
Kart Hall, presented by Metallbau Maltitz. The presentation begins before the Grand Prix at 19:00 on 
the Saturday evening. 
 
New to the programme is the MotoGP Riders Parade at 10:00 on the Sunday. The two-wheel heroes 
will do a presentation lap in front of the fans – a great opportunity to take some photos. 
 
Entertainment aplenty, courtesy of the Red Bull racing circus 
An entertaining programme awaits motorcycle fans in the paddock, the highlight of which is the Red 
Bull racing circus. It opens from 09:00 to 19:00 on Friday and Saturday, and 09:00 to 15:00 on the 
Sunday, and offers MotoGP visitors an extensive programme, including a hall of fame of successful Red 
Bull motorcycles and racing cars. Stunt shows and autograph sessions with the MotoGP stars round of 
the spectacular programme in the Red Bull racing circus.  
 
Another must-see attraction is the vintage motorcycle exhibition next to the yellow ADAC Tower. It 
opens its doors at 09:00 every day from the Friday. The Ankerberg Festival will again run parallel to the 
Motorcycle Grand Prix. All weekend, the fans will party the night away with various live bands and DJs.   
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Tickets for the 2023 German MotoGP race start at just 29 euros and are available online at 
adac.de/motogp. Tickets to one of the largest individual sporting events in Germany can be acquired in 
all the usual ways: from the online ticket shop at adac.de/motogp, via the phone hotline on 
03723/8099111, or by E-mail to info@sachsenring-event.de. 
 
LIQUI MOLY Motorcycle Grand Prix of Germany 2023 – Fringe Programme: 
 
Wednesday, 14th June: 
19:00: Charity Run 
 
Thursday, 15th June: 
16:30 - 18:30: Pit Walk 
18:00 - 23:00: Kart Hall: Opening with DJ Engel B and Dekra Big Wheel 
 
Friday, 16th June: 
09:00 - 19:00: Vintage motorcycle exhibition  
10:00 - 19:00: Red Bull racing circus 
19:00 - 00:00: Band A4U – The ABBA Revival Show/Jive Talking - Portrait of the Bee Gees (Kart Hall) 
 
Saturday, 17th June: 
09:00 - 19:00: Vintage motorcycle exhibition  
10:00 - 19:00: Red Bull racing circus 
18:00 - 00:00: The Soul of Tina - A Tribute to Tina Turner (Kart Hall) 
19:00 - 20:30: Rider Presentation, presented by Metallbau Maltitz (Kart Hall) 
 
Sunday, 18th June: 
09:00 - 14:00: Vintage motorcycle exhibition 
09:00 - 15:00: Red Bull racing circus 
10:00: MotoGP Riders Parade 
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